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Industrial sanitizing with ecological dry steam

wellbeing first of all

Appliance examples
- ambulatories sanitizing
- operating tables sanitizing
- sanitizing medical cabinets
- medical and orthopaedic equipment cleaning
- sanitizing mattresses, pillows and bed lines
- deep cleaning of floors and waiting rooms
- litters and rolling chairs sanitizing

Saturated dry steam machines satisfy the needs of medical programs of safeguarding people and the environment and preventing the spread of harmful diseases. They are also similarly efficient in veterinary environments. Medical offices, hospitals, ambulances and all those locations where a sterilized environment is required can benefit from high cleaning temperatures guaranteeing cleanliness while severely reducing the use of chemical agents.

Hospitals, medical centers, dentistry offices, test laboratories, veterinary surgeries...
hotel accommodation, residence, health resorts, and all types of small and large tourism facilities have particular needs concerning cleaning, sanitizing, and hygiene. Due to the frequency of check-in and check-out as well as room service, the cleaning staff is required to be fast and efficient. They must also include roles of chemical disinfectants and detergents and guarantee a high level of quality. Steam cleaning is a suitable solution for this type of environment.

**The Stirovap Plus combines three functions in one instrument for all environments that cannot be supported by using traditional cleaning systems.**

Menikini machines are enduring ecological investments, because of the high savings obtained by the reduced use of detergents and solvents (about 70%) and the decrease in water consumption.

Menikini machines are more than able to offer an efficient service against allergies and acaricidal problems and have no equal in cleaning carpets, textiles, armchairs, and the deep cleaning required for return air vents.

Menikini appliances are used in the following environments:

- Hotels, conference centers, holiday farms, apartment hotels, resorts, boarding houses, tourist villages, youth hostels.
- Healthcare centers with a need for particular requirements, with a daily flow of chronically ill patients; contaminated environments, with high temperatures that favor the development and proliferation of bacteria and molds.
- The temperatures reached by the Menikini industrial steam machines guarantee the complete sanitizing of these environments.
- Menikini appliances are suitable for the removal of dirt from tiles and majolica. The exclusive use of saturated dry steam cleaning translates into savings and is more environmentally-friendly than other methods which are based on the extensive use of disinfectants and chemical agents.

Menikini machinery combines the beauty of steam cleaning with the saving of energy. Its design and technology make it perfect for the professional cleaning field, giving the same power as a vacuum cleaner and the same efficiency as a steam cleaner. This vacuum function is highly effective for the complete sanitation of floors, coverings, and seats.

**Appliance examples**

- Sanitizing of tiles and majolica
- Cleaning of parquet and wood strips
- Removal of stains and odors from pile carpets, coverings and seats
- Cleaning of parquet in sport centers
- Cleaning of showers and changing rooms

**Applicability**

- Hotel accommodations, residence, health resorts, and all types of small and large tourism facilities
- Healthcare centers with particular needs concerning cleaning, sanitizing, and hygiene
- High frequency of check-in and check-out, as well as room service

**Sanitizing power of steam**

- Steam cleaning is a suitable solution for this type of environment.

**Healthy atmosphere**

- Menikini machines are enduring ecological investments, because of the high savings obtained by the reduced use of detergents and solvents (about 70%) and the decrease in water consumption.

**Vacuum green steam**

An easy-to-use machine perfectly adaptable to any kind of environment. This lightweight but powerful steam cleaner comes with a wide range of uses.
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health care

hospitals, medical centers, dentistry offices, test laboratories, veterinary surgeries

Industrial sanitizing with ecological dry steam

wellbeing first of all

Appliance examples
- Ambulatories sanitizing
- Operating tables sanitizing
- Sanitizing medical cabinets
- Medical and orthopaedic equipment cleaning
- Sanitizing mattresses, pillows and bed lines
- Deep cleaning of floors and waiting rooms
- Lifters and rolling chairs sanitizing

Saturated dry steam machines satisfy the new medical program of safeguarding people and the environment and preventing the spread of harmful diseases. They are also similarly efficient in veterinary and industrial environments.

Medical offices, hospitals, ambulances and all those locations where a sterilized environment is required can benefit from the high cleaning temperature guarantees cleanliness while severely reducing the use of chemical agents.

Medical offices hospitals, ambulances and all those locations where a sterilized environment is required can benefit from the high cleaning temperature guarantees cleanliness while severely reducing the use of chemical agents.
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hotels, conference centers, holiday farms, apartment hotels, resorts, boarding houses, tourist villages, youth hostels.

Hotel accommodations, residential health facilities and all types of small and large tourism facilities have particular needs concerning sanitizing and hygiene. Due to the frequency of check-in and check-out as well as room service, the cleaning staff is required to be fast and efficient. They must also include rules of chemical disinfectants and detergents and guarantee a high degree of cleanliness. In addition to the vast range of saturated dry steam cleaning products, Menikini machines are more than able to offer an efficient service against allergies and acari problems and they have no equal in cleaning required for return air vents.

Thanks to its versatility, the Menikini industrial steam machine guarantees the complete sanitizing of these environments. The only way available for the removal of dirt from tiles and majolica. The use of this machine for sanitizing translates into savings and is more environmentally-friendly than other methods which are based on the extensive use of disinfectants and chemical agents.

Menikini machines are enduring ecological investments, because of the high savings obtained by the reduced use of detergents and solvents (about 70%) and the decrease in water consumption.

Menikini machines are enduring ecological investments, because of the high savings obtained by the reduced use of detergents and solvents (about 70%) and the decrease in water consumption.

The Stirovap Plus combines the effective and professional cleaning of every environment. Designed to offer an efficient and easy-to-use tool. It is ideal for all those environments that cannot be supported by using traditional cleaning systems.

Menikini machines are enduring ecological investments, because of the high savings obtained by the reduced use of detergents and solvents (about 70%) and the decrease in water consumption.

Menikini machines are enduring ecological investments, because of the high savings obtained by the reduced use of detergents and solvents (about 70%) and the decrease in water consumption.
hotels, conference centers, holiday farms, apartment hotels, resorts, boarding houses, tourist villages, youth hostels.

Hot accommodations, residence, health facilities, and all types of small and large tourism facilities have particular needs concerning sanitizing and hygiene. Due to the frequency of check in and check out as well as room service, the cleaning staff is required to be fast and effective. They must also handle risks of chemical disinfectants and detergents and guarantee a high cleaning standard. The combination of saturated dry steam cleaning processes has become the key to success.

The Stirovap Plus combines three functions in one instrument for every environment. Designed to offer effective and professional cleaning staff is required to be fast and efficient. They must also handle risks of chemical disinfectants and detergents and guarantee a high cleaning standard. The combination of saturated dry steam cleaning processes has become the key to success.

The Stirovap Plus is ideal for all those environments that cannot be supported by using traditional cleaning systems. Menikini machines are enduring ecological investments, because of the reduced use of detergents and solvents (about 70%) and the decrease in water consumption.

Appliance Examples

- Sanitizing of tiles and mosaics
- Cleaning of parquet and wood strips
- Removal of stains and odors from pile carpets, coverings, and floors
- Sanitizing of bathrooms
- Polishing of chromed pipes and surfaces
- Cleaning of lifts, ventilation ducts, windows, mirrors, parquet
- Cleaning and dehumidifying of food processing areas

Vacuum Green Steam

An easy-to-use machine is practical. It is perfectly adaptable to any kind of environment. The vacuum function allows a wide range of uses. No equal in cleaning carpets, textiles, armchairs and the deep cleaning required for return air vents.

Applicator Examples

- Sanitizing of contact surfaces
- Cleaning of mirrors and parquet
- Sanitizing of surfaces
- Turkish baths, beauty farms, saunas, fitness centers, gyms, swimming pools, bowling

The Stirovap Plus combines three simultaneous functions in one cleaning process. The water suction and filtering system, detergent, and an ecological vacuum green steam function. The temperatures reached by the Menikini industrial steam machines guarantee the complete sanitizing of these environments.

The exclusive use of steam for sanitizing translates into savings obtained by the reduced use of detergents and solvents and a minimum risk of chemical disinfectants and biological agents. The temperatures reached by the Menikini industrial steam machines guarantee the complete sanitizing of these environments.

The beauty of cleaning

- Elimination of odors
- Elimination of viruses, bacteria and fungi
- Sanitizing of contact surfaces
- Cleaning of mirrors and parquet
- Sanitizing of surfaces
- Turkish baths, beauty farms, saunas, fitness centers, gyms, swimming pools, bowling

The temperatures reached by the Menikini industrial steam machines guarantee the complete sanitizing of these environments. Menikini machines are enduring ecological investments, because of the reduced use of detergents and solvents (about 70%) and the decrease in water consumption.

Appliance Examples

- Sanitizing of surfaces
- Cleaning of contact surfaces
- Sanitizing of tiles and majolica
- Cleaning and disinfecting of food processing areas
- Sanitizing of bathrooms
- Cleaning and dehumidifying of food processing areas

The Stirovap Plus combines three simultaneous functions in one cleaning process. The water suction and filtering system, detergent, and an ecological vacuum green steam function. The temperatures reached by the Menikini industrial steam machines guarantee the complete sanitizing of these environments.

The beauty of cleaning

- Elimination of odors
- Elimination of viruses, bacteria and fungi
- Sanitizing of contact surfaces
- Cleaning of mirrors and parquet
- Sanitizing of surfaces
- Turkish baths, beauty farms, saunas, fitness centers, gyms, swimming pools, bowling
Wellbeing first of all

Appliance examples
- Ambulatories sanitizing
- Operating tables sanitizing
- Sanitizing medical cabinets
- Medical and orthopaedic equipment cleaning
- Sanitizing mattresses, pillows and bed lines
- Deep cleaning of floors and waiting rooms
- Litter and rolling chairs sanitizing

Industrial sanitizing with ecological dry steam
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Hospitality, medical centers, dentistry offices, test laboratories, veterinary surgeries

Saturated dry steam machines satisfy the new medical program of safeguarding people and the environment and preventing the spread of harmful diseases. They are also similarly efficient in veterinary environments.

Medical offices, hospitals, ambulances and all those locations where a sterilized environment is required can benefit from saturated dry steam machines. High cleaning temperature guarantees cleanliness while severely reducing the use of chemical agents.
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